
Pronunciation Instruction beyond ‘listen and repeat’ through the body and the mind 

Like ‘Sleeping Beauty’ (Sweeting, forthcoming), it seems that pronunciation is finally coming out of 

slumber. For nearly half a century, its pedagogy, or ‘phonodidactics’ (Szpyra, 2015) has been reduced 

to ‘listen and repeat’ (Young and Messum, 2011) by Communicative Language Teaching (CLT) and 

its cogent doctrine.  However, with growing awareness of the importance of ‘the learning body’ in 

English language teaching (Thornbury, 2013), physical and psychological methodologies offer the 

‘innovative’ pronunciation teacher a more eclectic pedagogical landscape.  This pragmatic, yet 

academic presentation, will discuss some of these new, or renewed, approaches and give the 

audience an opportunity to sample several classroom-oriented pronunciation techniques. In general, 

this presentation will interest both academics and classroom practitioners with an enthusiasm for 

speaking methodology and pronunciation pedagogy.   
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